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The cooling effects of urban green spaces' have been highlighted to enhance community 

resiliency by creating more pleasant micro-climate conditions, which improve human well-being 

from heat-related diseases. Efforts to mitigate summer heat with green spaces have been 

implemented in many community policies/master plans. However, the range of cooling effects of 

small green spaces (SGs) such as a single tree or small vegetation on the fine-scale has not been 

fully investigated in previous research. Understanding the range and threshold of SGs' cooling 

will be a crucial part of community design regulations for reducing heat by developing green 

infrastructure management plans using SGs, especially along the street.  

Our study aims to assess the range of cooling effects of SGs using an advanced measurement. 

The study site was located in a single-family residential area in College Station, Texas. The air 

temperature and spatial datasets have been collected with three devices by the transect survey 

during from spring (Feb. 2017) to early summer (Mar. and Apr. 2017): 1) a temperature-sensing 

unit with a ventilated double-cylinder shelter (TVC), 2) a data logger recording air temperature 

every second, and 3) a compact video camera recording spatial measuring points to match the 

temperature data with the locational data. 

Our preliminary findings show the cooling ranges of SGs were from 4m to 6m depending on 

thermal maps from our spatial analysis. The difference between the highest air temperature 

among surroundings and the air temperature at the center of the SG ranged from 1 °C to 4 °C. 

Our findings support previous studies reporting that air temperature reduction could be expected 

with even SGs sized with 200 m2.  

Our outcomes will help researchers, planners, and policymakers to create healthier and 

sustainable environments by helping choose the most appropriate types and arrangements of SGs 

to optimize cooling effects. Our findings will also contribute to developing community green 

space design/planning guidelines to mitigate summer heat stress. Finally, this study will help to 

develop more advanced tools and protocols to collect microclimate data focusing on air 

temperature linked to spatial information which can evaluate the heat reducing impacts of SGs.


